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a b s t r a c t

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) from waste cooking palm oil were synthesised on different zinc oxide (ZnO)
nanostructures including nanorods (ZNRs), nanoflowers (ZNFs) and nanorods-nanoflakes (Al:ZNRs-FLs)
via thermal chemical vapour deposition method. The ZnO nanostructures were controllably synthesised
by sonicated solegel immersion method. The morphologies and crystal structures of the nanostructures
were observed using field emission scanning electron microscopy, photoluminescence spectroscopy, X-
ray diffractometer and micro-Raman spectroscopy. The diameter and density of CNTs were affected by
the presence of ZnO nanostructures. Moreover, the morphology of ZnO nanostructures was modified
during the synthesis of CNTs. The presence of ZnO reduced the barrier layer between CNTs and substrate,
thus enhanced the field electron emission (FEE) properties of CNTs. Among the ZnO nanostructured
prepared, the growth of CNTs on ZNFs gave the best FEE performance with the lowest turn-on field
(0.8 V/mm at 1 mA/cm2). The ZNFs trapped more iron (Fe) elements and promote the tip and body-
emission processes in the sample. Moreover, the presence of Fe elements also reduced the work func-
tion of ZNFs/CNTs nanocomposite and acted as additional electrons. Therefore, the significant FEE per-
formance enhancement was observed.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the recent years, studies on the electrical properties of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted much attention in view of their
application in field electron emission (FEE) devices due to their
high conductivity, high aspect ratio, high chemical and mechanical
stabilities [1e7]. The shape-modification of CNTs with a low
threshold electric field of 3.75 V/mm, high field emission current
density of 1.6 � 10�5 A/cm2 and good emission stability has been
reported [8]. Extremely low turn-on and threshold fields of 0.33
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and 0.48 V/mm respectively were obtained by fabricating CNTs yarn
[9]. Nevertheless, low resistance at oxygen ambience [10] and weak
bonding between CNTs and substrate [11] imposed the commer-
cially available electron field emitter based on CNTs. Many attempts
were conducted in order to improve the FEE performance of CNTs
such as substrate and tip modifications [12], nitrogen plasma
treatment [13] and deposition temperature controlling [14]. How-
ever, the presented methods are less effective in terms of cost and
procedures since the sophisticated equipment and complex pro-
cedures are required.

Recently, the researchers have focussed their attention on the
synthesis of carbon nanocomposites due to their improvement of
excellent physical, chemical and mechanical properties [15e19].
Combination of metallic CNTs and semiconducting zinc oxide (ZnO)
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nanostructures led to the semiconducting/metallic heterojunction
which was very useful in nanodevice applications. ZnO itself has
become one of the intensive studied materials because of its special
properties such as wide band gap (~3.37 eV), high conductivity,
good electron mobility and large exciton binding energy (60 meV)
[20]. As known that the carbon based nanostructure acted as an
electron acceptor while the ZnO nanostructure served as electron
donor, the combination of CNTs and ZnO resulted in adorable ad-
vantages [21]. Moreover, one dimensional ZnO nanorods (ZNRs)
with high aspect ratio were also suitable as the direct template for
the growth of tubular nanostructures [22]. Yan et al. [23] reported a
notable effect in utilizing CNTs/ZnO nanocomposite as an emitter
compared to those on pristine CNTs and ZnO. In their study, the
turn-on field of CNTs/ZnO nanocomposite was 1.80 V/mm, much
lower than pristine CNTs (2.80 V/mm) and ZnO (5.30 V/mm). Pan
et al. also reported a lower turn-on field of CNTs (1.17 V/mm) after
composited with ZnO [24]. The improvement of FEE performance
with lower turn-on field and higher current emissionwere resulted
due to a better ohmic contact between CNTs and ZnO [24,25].
Moreover, the presence of ZnO avoided the spot welding of CNTs at
the nanometre contact area due to the local joule heating [23] as
well as enhanced the adhesion between CNTs and the substrate
[11,26]. The additional of CNTs into ZnO nanostructures was also
reported to successfully enhance its FEE properties as well as
facilitated the growth of ZnO nanoflowers (ZNFs) on ZNRs [27].
Table 1 presents the previous related works on the FEE study of
nanocomposited ZnO and CNTs.

Furthermore, as the morphology of nanostructure influenced its
FEE performance, the controlling of its morphology became a
crucial aspect [31]. Diverse morphologies of ZnO nanostructures
have been synthesised through gas and aqueous thermal deposi-
tion [32e37]. Among the presented methods, the use of aqueous-
based synthesis process was simple, greener, relatively low tem-
perature and pressure as well as less expensive. Moreover, through
this approach, the morphology of ZnO nanostructures was easily
tailored by controlling the deposition parameters such as temper-
ature, pH, deposition time and molarity [38e40]. Comparison
studies on FEE properties of different ZnO nanostructures,
including ZnO nanowires, nanocones and microspheres [31] and
balls, nunchakus and belts [41] have been reported and they
showed significant distinction on FEE characteristics. However,
direct comparison studies on the effect of different ZnO nano-
structures/CNTs nanocomposites on their FEE properties are rarely
reported. Previously, the growth of nanostructured ZnO/CNTs
nanocomposites showed different FEE characteristics [42e44].
Therefore, the investigation on the deposition of CNTs grown on
different ZnO nanostructures is still a challenge.

Here we report a comparative investigation on FEE properties of
CNTs grown on ZnO nanostructures. For the first time, CNTs syn-
thesised from waste cooking palm oil (WCPO) were grown on
different morphology of ZnO which are ZnO nanorods (ZNRs),
nanoflowers (ZNFs) and nanorods-nanoflakes (Al:ZNRs-FLs).
Compared to the previous studies on the synthesis of nano-
composited ZnO and CNTs, this study offers a low cost and simpler
Table 1
Previous related works on the FEE performances of nanocomposited ZnO and CNTs.

No. Turn on field Max. current density

1. 2.2 V/mm at 10 mA/cm2 ~340 mA/cm2

2. 2.8 V/mm at 10 mA/cm2 ~8 mA/cm2

3. 2.8 V/mm at 1 mA/cm2 ~1 mA/cm2

4. 3.7 V/mm at 10 mA/cm2 ~300 mA/cm2

5. 1.85 V/mm at 10 mA/cm2 218 mA/cm2

6. 0.31 V/mm at 10 mA/cm2 N/A
7. 4.6 V/mm at 1 mA/cm2 ~110 mA/cm2
technique to fabricate and enhance the field emission of ZnO/CNTs
nanocomposites. The ZnO nanostructures were synthesised via
sonicated solegel immersion method under several controlled
modifications. Meanwhile, natural WCPO precursor was used for
the synthesis of CNTs using thermal chemical vapour deposition
(TCVD) method. The structural and optical properties of the sam-
ples were characterised and the emission properties were also
investigated.

2. Experimental

The synthesis of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites were conducted in
multi-step deposition process involving deposition of seeded
catalyst, growth of ZnO nanostructures via sonicated solegel im-
mersion method and synthesising CNTs from WCPO by TCVD
method. The overall deposition process is summarized in the flow
chart as presented in Fig. 1.

2.1. Synthesis of ZNRs and ZNFs on magnesium zinc oxide seeded
catalyst layer

Detail preparation for the growth of ZNRs and ZNFs on mag-
nesium zinc oxide (MgZnO) seeded catalyst layer has been reported
elsewhere [45]. The solegel was prepared by dissolving zinc acetate
dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2$2H2O), magnesium nitrate hexahydrate
(Mg(NO3)2$6H2O) and mono-ethanolamine (C2H7NO) into 2-
methoxyethanol. The precursors were sonicated in ultrasonic wa-
ter bath (Memmert, operate at 230 V, 50e60 Hz and 2000 W) for
30 min at 50 �C and stirred at room temperature for 2 h. MgZnO
seeded catalyst was obtained via depositing the MgZnO solution on
silicon (Si) substrate using spin coating method operated at
3000 rpm for 60 s. The ZNRs and ZNFs were then grown on MgZnO
seeded catalyst layer. The ZnO solution was prepared by dissolving
zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2$6H2O) and hexamethylenetet-
ramine (C6H12N4) (HMT) into deionized water. The ZnO precursor
was also sonicated and stirred similar with the previous MgZnO
solution. MgZnO-coated substrates were then immersed into ZnO
solution by placing at the top, facing downward, to produce ZNRs
and at the bottom of the solution, facing upward, to grow ZNFs. The
synthesis was carried out for 4 h at 95 �C in water bath. The
annealing process was then conducted at 500 �C for an hour.

2.2. Synthesis of Al:ZNRs-FLs on aluminium zinc oxide seeded
catalyst layer

The preparation of Al:ZNRs-FLs on aluminium zinc oxide
(AlZnO) seeded catalyst layer was similar as described elsewhere
[46,47]. The aluminium nitrate nonahydrate (Al(NO3)3$9H2O) was
added in solegel ZnO prepared from zinc acetate dihydrate, mono-
ethanolamine, and 2-methoxyethanol. They were initially soni-
cated for 30 min at 50 �C, stirred and aged for 3 h at room tem-
perature. The aluminium nitrate nonahydrate was also added as a
dopant in the ZnO solution. The AlZnO-coated Si substratewas then
immersed in the ZnO solution by placing at the bottom of the
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Fig. 1. The flow chart of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites fabrication.
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solution. The synthesis was also conducted at 95 �C for 4 h, followed
by the annealing process for an hour at 500 �C.

2.3. Synthesis of CNTs on various ZnO nanostructures

CNTs were synthesised from WCPO in two-stage TCVD furnace
following the previous works [48e51]. The as-grown ZnO nano-
structures on Si substrate were placed in the synthesis zone and
were heated at 750 �C. The WCPO mixed ferrocene as catalyst was
loaded in precursor zone and it was heated at 450 �C. The synthesis
was conducted for 30 min and another 30 min for annealing
process.

2.4. Sample characterizations

The surface morphologies of the samples were observed using
field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Hitachi
SU8020). The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of all prepared samples were recorded by
Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrophotometer using HeeCd 325 nm and
PANalytical X'Pert Pro, respectively. Structural properties of CNTs
produced were studied using micro-Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw InVia Raman microscopy) and the composition of the
samples was investigated using the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX,
Horiba EMAX) spectroscopy. Furthermore, the emission properties
of the samples were investigated using FEE equipment (Hew-
lettePackard 34401A multimeter).

3. Results and discussion

FESEM images of all prepared samples are presented in Fig. 2.
The ZNRs on MgZnO seeded catalyst in Fig. 2(a) has a vertical
orientation with the hexagonal-tip shape width in the range of
59e200 nm. Low density and twisted CNTs were grown on the
aligned ZNRs as shown in Fig. 2(b). The diameter of CNTs was
observed in the range of 21.4e55.3 nm. From the side view obser-
vation (Fig. 2(c)), it can be seen that the entangled CNTs were
grown on the aligned ZNRs. The modification of ZNRs nano-
structures were also observed due to sublimation and partial
desorption of zinc and oxygen [52].

The growth of ZNFs is shown in Fig. 2(d). The flower-like
structure was observed to be composed by rod structures with
the average diameter of 240 nm. The average rod diameter of ZNFs
(240 nm) was larger than ZNRs (59e200 nm). This was due to the
different position of substrate immersion in the ZnO solution. The
precipitation of Zn-HMT complex mainly occurred at the bottom of



Fig. 2. FESEM images of (a) ZNRs, (b) top and (c) side view of ZNRs/CNTs, (d) ZNFs, (e)
top and (f) side view of ZNFs/CNTs, (g) Al:ZNRs-FLs, (h) top and (i) side view of
Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs.

Fig. 3. (a) PL spectra, (b) XRD pattern of the samples.
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the ZnO solution. Since the interfacial free energy of c-axis was
higher than a-axis, the nanorods in this sample tended to hori-
zontally grow and agglomerated to reduce its interfacial free energy
[53]. Therefore, it resulted in larger formation of ZnO nanoparticles
during the nucleation and thus produced flower-like structures
with larger diameter. On the other hand, the CNTs grown on ZNFs
(Fig. 2(e)) were denser than those on ZNRs. However, the diameter
of CNTs was observed to be larger in the range of 30e60 nm
(Fig. 2(f)). The growth of ZNFs left some empty spaces on the
MgZnO seeded catalyst and it was suggested that the MgZnO also
acted as an additional catalyst for the growth of CNTs [54]. Hence,
denser and longer CNTs were obtained. The ZNFs also deformed
after the deposition of CNTs as shown in Fig. 2(f), indicated the
partial desorption of zinc and oxygen also occurred.

CNTs were also deposited on the Al:ZNRs-FLs. As shown in
Fig. 2(g), the rod structures were observed to growwith diameter in
the range of 30e85 nm and the flake structures were sequentially
grown on top of the rod arrays with size around 226e559 nm. The
CNTs were then grown on the Al:ZNRs-FLs structures as presented
in Fig. 2(h). Dense CNTs were observed to have diameters ranging
from 16.8 to 36.5 nm. Compared with the other nanocomposite
samples, CNTs grown on Al:ZNRs-FLs possessed the highest density
with the smallest diameter range. The as-grown CNTs covered the
Al:ZNRs-FLs as observed from the side view observation (Fig. 2(i)).
It was also predicted that the Al:ZNRs-FLs were modified after the
deposition of CNTs.

In the mean times, based on the FESEM observation, it can be
noticed that the diameter of ZnO nanostructures grown on AlZnO
seeded catalyst layer was smaller than those on MgZnO seeded
catalyst layer. The smaller radii of Al3þ (0.53 Å) than Mg2þ (0.72 Å)
help to facilitate the formation of smaller ZnO diameter [55,56]. The
growth of CNTs on ZNFs and Al:ZNRs-FLs were observed to be
denser as compared to those on ZNRs. This indicated that the ZNRs



Fig. 4. Micro-Raman spectra of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites with different Raman shift:
(a) 1000e2000 cm�1, and (b) 100e1000 cm�1.

Fig. 5. (a) JeE curves and (b) current stability of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites.
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have less catalytic activity because of the metastable-polar surface
of aligned-orientation of ZNRs [57]. The heat introduced to syn-
thesise CNTs sublimated the Zn, hence, the incoming iron (Fe), from
ferrocene as the catalyst of CNTs, was proposed to substitute the
sublimated Zn [58]. As a result, the Fe particles may less optimally
catalyse the growth of CNTs. Even though the sublimation of Zn also
occurred at the ZNFs, some empty spaces of ZNFs facilitated the
MgZnO seeded catalyst to support the catalytic activity for the
growth of CNTs [42]. The Al presented in Al:ZNRs-FLs was also
believed to support the catalytic activity of CNTs, thus, resulted in
smaller diameter and denser CNTs [59].

The PL observationwas then conducted to study the defect level
of produced ZnO nanostructures. Generally, the PL spectra of ZnO
nanostructures at room temperature have two main peaks, ultra-
violet (UV) and visible emission peaks. The UV emission (at around
370e380 nm) related to the free exciton recombination of near
band edge transition and visible emission at around 620e630 nm
indicated defect on the nanostructures [60]. Fig. 3(a) shows the PL
spectra of the samples. The UV peaks for ZnO nanostructures were
centred at 380, 379, and 377 nm for ZNRs, ZNFs, and Al:ZNRs-FLs
respectively. These UV peaks were blue shifted which attributed
to the quantum size confinement, as the diameter of rod-shape in
ZNRs to Al:ZNRs-FLs was smaller [61]. The broad visible emission
centred at red emission around of 625 nm indicated high defect
level introduced in the ZnO nanostructures which may be attrib-
uted to transition from zinc interstitial (Zni) to oxygen interstitial
(Oi) defect levels in ZnO [62]. Featureless PL spectra were observed
for all ZnO/CNTs samples. The presence of CNTs on the as-grown
ZnO nanostructures led to the absence of electronehole recombi-
nation since the produced hole were filled by excited electron from
another state, indicated that the as-grown CNTs were metallic-
CNTs [63].

The XRD patterns of nanocomposites samples are depicted in
Fig. 3(b). All the diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns can be
indexed to the typical carbon and ZnO, and no impurities were
detected. The typical graphite structures were obtained at 26 and
42� corresponded to (002) and (100) planes respectively [64]. Peaks
originated from ZnO were detected at 2q values of around 31, 34,
36, 47 and 58� assigned to (100), (002), (101), (102), and (110)
respectively [64]. High intense peaks were presented by Al:ZNRs-
FLs/CNTs sample which confirmed that the Al:ZNRs-FLs have the
best crystal quality among the other ZnO/CNTs nanocomposite
samples.

The quality of CNTs produced was studied from micro-Raman
spectra as presented in Fig. 4(a). The characteristic peaks of CNTs
were observed at around 1350 and 1590 cm�1 related to D and G



Fig. 6. The illustration of (a) formation of Zn vacancies due to high temperature and (b) the Fe doped ZnO.
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band respectively. The ID/IG ratios of the CNTs grown on ZNRs, ZNFs
and Al:ZNRs-FLs were found to be 0.89, 0.74 and 0.65 respectively.
The highest ID/IG ratio was presented by ZNRs/CNTs sample which
indicated that the ZNRs have less catalytic activity than the other
nanostructure which then resulted in low quality of CNTs. On the
other hand, the best quality of CNTs produced on Al:ZNRs-FLs was
identified from the lowest ID/IG ratio. The vibrational peaks of ZnO
nanostructures were hardly observed as the entire ZnO nano-
structures were covered with CNTs. By magnifying the Raman
spectra ranged from 100 to 1000 cm�1, the E2 mode of wurtzite
phase hexagonal of ZnOwas estimated to be 470, 452 and 456 cm�1

from the ZNRs/CNTs, ZNFs/CNTs and Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs samples
respectively. Compared to the E2 mode reported by Xu et al. [65], all
the E2 peaks in this study were blue shifted due to the diameter of
ZnO nanostructures was bigger than the Bohr excitation radius of
ZnO (2.3 nm) which resulted in optical confinement [66]. These
might also be due to the anisotropic internal strength corresponded
to interaction between CNTs and ZnO [67].

Fig. 5(a) shows the current density (J) as the function of applied
field (E) of three different ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites. The turn-on
and threshold fields are defined as the applied field at current
densities of 1 and 10 mA/cm2 respectively. Generally, the combi-
nation of CNTs and ZnO successfully enhanced the FEE properties of
CNTs (the turn-on and threshold fields of pristine CNTs were 4.4
and 5.5 V/mm, respectively). The best FEE performance was pre-
sented by ZNFs/CNTs samplewith the lowest turn-on and threshold
fields of 0.8 and 1.1 V/mm, respectively. The ZNRs/CNTs have a
moderate turn-on (2.3 V/mm) and threshold (3.3 V/mm) fields, while
the lowest FEE performance was showed by Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs
nanocomposite which possessed high turn-on and threshold
fields of 3.3 and 3.6 V/mm, respectively. Previously, a double barrier-
model for field emission of CNTs has been reported [11]. The first
barrier is between substrate and CNTs and the second barrier is
between CNTs and vacuum. By introducing ZnO between the
substrate and CNTs, the covalent bond between CNTs and Zn was
believed to reduce the first barrier, thus the electrons might pass
the substrate-CNTs junctionwith lower obstacles [11,68]. Moreover,
the presence of ZnO between substrate and CNTs was believed to
enhance the adhesion of nanomaterial to the substrate [24] and
release the joule heating produced during the emission process
[69]. Therefore, it enhanced the FEE performances of CNTs with a
stable current emission as presented in Fig. 5(b).

The different morphologies of ZnO nanostructures as an un-
derlying growth of CNTs were observed to give different FEE
characteristics. In this study, we proposed the role of Fe as the
additional electron served in the emission process. As the heat
introduced during the synthesis of CNTs (750 �C), the Zn subli-
mated from the ZnO and left the Zn vacancies (Fig. 6(a)) [58]. The
incoming Fe atoms from the decomposition of ferrocene were
believed to dope the ZNRs and ZNFs by filling the Zn vacancies
(Fig. 6(b)) [70]. The ZNFs were believed to possess the highest
surface area so that trapped the most Fe atoms as compared to
other samples. This was revealed by EDX result that the Fe element
content in ZNFs/CNTs sample was 6.77 at%. The EDX result also
showed that the ZNRs/CNTs sample has 0.91 at% of Fe element
which proposed that the Fewas diffused only at the tip of nanorods.
The Fe doped ZnO was reported to decrease the energy gap (Eg) of
ZnO [71]. Therefore, the electrons jumped from the valence to
conduction band in short distance as the Eg was lowered by the
presence of more Fe atoms. Moreover, the defect level originated
from Fe doped affected the electrical conductivity of the samples
[71]. By increasing the applied field during the FEE measurement,
more charge carriers overcome the activation energy barrier and
these carriers donated in the electron emission process. As the
result, higher current density from the ZNFs/CNTs sample was
produced (282.5 mA/cm2 at applied field of 2.8 V/mm). Different
condition was presented by Al:ZNRs-FL/CNTs sample which no Fe
element detected by the EDX analysis. It was believed that the Zn



Fig. 7. EDX analysis of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites.
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vacancies in the sample were fully filled by Al since the sample was
initially doped with Al which led to the higher thermal and
chemical stability [72,73]. Thus the Fe atoms have no possibility to
diffuse into Al:ZNRs-FLs. Moreover, the presence of Al in the
Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs sample caused a poor FEE performance since the
Al and CNTs has a high contact resistance [11] (Fig. 7).
The sketched of band diagram of the samples is presented in
Fig. 8. The growth of CNTs on Si substrate produced two barriers for
electrons to be overcome during the emission process (Fig. 8(a)). The
work function of ZnO, CNTs and ZnO/CNTs nanocomposite were
reported to be 5.3, 5.0 and 5.15 eV respectively [23]. As the Fe-doped
ZnOwas introduced between the CNTs and substrate, the FeeZnOeC



Fig. 8. Band structures of double-barrier model for FEE of (a) pristine CNTs, (b) ZNRs/
CNTs and ZNFs/CNTs, and (c) Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs nanocomposites.

Fig. 9. Illustration of electrons transfer in (a) ZNRs/CNTs, (b) ZNFs/CNTs and (c)
Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs nanocomposites.
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conductive layer formed in the ZNRs/CNTs and ZNFs/CNTs samples,
therefore reduced the first barrier as shown in Fig. 8(b). The work
function of Fe was in the range of 4.0e4.7 eV, lower than the work
function of ZnO and CNTs [74]. Previously, the presence of Fe was
reported to lower the Eg of ZnO andwork function of ZnO/CNTs [71].
As a result, the electrons would tunnel the junction with lowered
obstacles. This condition also occurred in the Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs
sample. The AleZnOeC conductive layer was also produced
(Fig. 8(c)). A low work function of Al (work function of poly-
crystalline Al was reported to be 4.2 eV [75]) might reduce the work
function of ZnO/CNTs nanocomposite. However, the Al was known
to possess high contact resistance with CNTs [11]. Therefore, lower
FEE performance was presented by the Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs sample.

The morphologies of ZnO nanostructures were also believed to
give significant effect on the electrons transport in the samples.
Generally, a high aspect ratio and vertically aligned-orientation of
nanostructures gave beneficial effect on the FEE performance [42].
However, when the electrons moved in the ZNRs, at the closed
distance between nanostructures, the Coulomb force (Fc) was
generated by repelling each other. The repulsive force was directed
parallel to the surface of the substrate and thus reduced the
mobility of electrons that would be transferred to the CNTs [76].
This condition is illustrated in Fig. 9(a). Different condition was
believed to occur in the ZNFs structures. The proper interspacing
between the nanorods in the ZNFs structures was believed to
reduce the Fc. Moreover, the body emission process was also
believed to occur in the sample [77]. This larger emission site of
ZNFs enables to emit more electrons from ZNFs to the CNTs side
(Fig. 9(b)). Therefore, the best FEE performance was presented by
ZNFs/CNTs sample. Fig. 9(c) illustrates the electrons transfer in the
Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs sample. The Coulomb force was generated in the
rod structures in this sample, similar to the rod-structures in ZNRs/
CNTs sample, thus lowered the electrons mobility. Moreover, the
presence of flake-structures in the sample generated additional
barrier for electrons before reaching CNTs. Therefore, the lowest
FEE performance was showed by Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs sample.

Based on the analysis, the difference of emission behaviour for
ZnO/CNTs nanocomposites on various ZnO nanostructures could be
summarized as below:

(1) The growth of CNTs on ZNRs facilitated the doping process of
Fe in the ZNRs, thus resulted in FeeZnOeC conductive layer
which reduced the barrier between CNTs and substrate.
However, the closed distance between ZNRs was believed to
generate a repel-FC along the substrate. Therefore, lowered
the electrons transfer from ZNRs to CNTs. As a result, a
moderate FEE performance was presented by this sample.

(2) For ZNFs/CNTs nanocomposite sample, larger surface area of
ZNFs provided large trapping side of Fe atoms hence, more Fe
atoms were doped in the ZNFs. Thus, more effective
FeeZnOeC conductive layer was generated in this sample.
Moreover, the proper distance between nanorods in the
flower-like structure was believed to reduce the repel-
Coulomb force. Instead of tip emission process, body emis-
sion also occurred in this structure. Hence, more electrons
were possibly transferred from ZNFs to CNTs. As compared to
ZNRs/CNTs sample, the FEE performance in this sample
improved.
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(3) Meanwhile, the growth of CNTs on Al:ZNRs-FLs nano-
structures was observed to give a poor FEE performance as
compared to those on ZNRs and ZNFs. The presence of Al as a
dopant in Al:ZNRs-FLs diminished the Fe doped process since
the Zn vacancies were doped with Al. Even though the
AleZnOeC conductive layer was proposed to form and
reduced the barrier between CNTs and substrate, a high
contact resistance between Al and CNTs was produced. The
aligned nanorods structure in this sample also generated
repel-FC as presented in ZNRs/CNTs sample. Moreover, the
presence of flake-structures was believed to give additional
barrier for electrons before reaching CNTs. Thus, the lowest
FEE performance was presented by Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs
nanocomposite.

Finally, this investigation showed substantial role of ZnO on the
FEE enhancement by improving the junction between CNTs and
substrate. The role of Fe as the electron donor gave additional
electrons during the emission process, thus resulted in higher
maximum-current emission. Moreover, a low work function of Fe
generated lower work function of ZNFs/CNTs nanocomposite as
well as lowering the Eg of ZnO. Furthermore, the flower-shape of
ZNFs also facilitated the body and tip-emission processes, hence
enhanced the FEE properties with lower turn-on and threshold
fields, higher-maximum current emission as well as stable current
emission. Based on this study, the morphologies of ZnO nano-
structures as an underlying growth of CNTs significantly affected
the electron transfer in the sample. Therefore, the diversity of ZnO
nanostructures opens up future studies on the ZnO/CNTs
nanocomposites-based FEE.

4. Conclusion

CNTswere successfully synthesised on ZNRs, ZNFs, and Al:ZNRs-
FLs via TCVD method from waste material namely WCPO. The
diameter and density of CNTs produced were affected by the ZnO
nanostructures. The growth of CNTs on Al:ZNRs-FLs possessed the
highest crystalline quality with the lowest ID/IG ratio (0.65) of
produced CNTs. However, the presence of Al in Al:ZNRs-FLs/CNTs
nanocomposite resulted in high contact resistance with CNTs.
Therefore, low FEE performance was showed. On the other hand,
the maximum-trapped Fe in ZNFs successfully reduced the Eg of
ZNFs andwork function of ZNFs/CNTs as well as reduced the barrier
layer between substrate and CNTs. Moreover, the proper distance
between the nanomaterials of ZNFs assisted the body and tip-
emission processes from ZNFs to CNTs. Therefore, the best FEE
performance with lowest turn-on (0.8 V/mm) and threshold (1.1 V/
mm) fields were presented by ZNFs/CNTs sample. This study
showed that the morphology of nanostructures significantly
affected their FEE properties.
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